Take control.
Why brand &
culture need
ownership.
Our insights into brand, culture
and the employee experience
for 2021 and beyond.
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Curiosity kills
the competition
Why conduct this research,
and why now?
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PURPOSE

D I G I TA L

The company experience is
undoubtedly in a period of extreme
change. Amid this upheaval, the very
purpose of business is coming under
scrutiny as stakeholders everywhere
question its role in society.
Keith Taylor
Head of Brand

Alongside this, we have held many
conversations with clients that touch
on both the brand and culture spheres
– while a client may come in with a
question about one side, it invariably
has strong implications for the other.
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The reason is, they are inextricably
linked and both talk to delivering your
overall business strategy.
What our clients really want to know is:
how is the future beginning to shape
itself; how do I plan for tomorrow when
we understand so little about today;
what are my peers planning; and what
could best practice look like?

BUSINESS
S T R AT E G Y

BRAND
S T R AT E G Y

C U LT U R E
S T R AT E G Y

Developed to
meet business objectives

Activates the business
strategy

Delivers the brand experience

Set and measured every
12 months

Distinct

Darryl Mead
Head of Employee Experience

Changes over time

Connecting
brand, business
& culture
strategy

How companies position themselves
and the way they convey their brand
is critical. Going forward, how
should businesses be approaching
their brand and how does that
connect to important internal
considerations such as culture
and the employee experience?

Relevant
Authentic

Through people,
behaviours, values, culture
and employer brand
Be deliberate - it’s a
competitive advantage

We wanted to find out the answers
to these questions by drawing on the
experience and insight of our extensive
client base, as well as the wider
Emperor and business community.
We hope you find the insights and
advice in this white paper useful,
and would love to discuss the
findings further.
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OU R FI N DI N GS

In 2020, we ran two concurrent surveys, one on brand
and one on corporate culture, to which we had 328
respondents in total. This information was then analysed
and trends identified.

An overview of the main themes and some
of the key findings from our research.

These trends, as well as a series of questions to interrogate
them, were discussed in two focus groups comprising
industry professionals to generate qualitative, in-depth
insight. Our report presents this insight, as well as some
of the key findings and statistics, alongside viewpoints
based on the extensive experience and expertise of the
Emperor team.
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From our research and the focus
groups, we have identified six
key areas and themes that
are influencing discussions
in brand and culture.

Value

Authenticity

Brand
& Culture

Culture

Digital

Leadership

Purpose
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The future business environment
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The key words our respondents used suggest some
optimism among the dark clouds

Unknown

10%

4%

34%

17%

4%

8% 4

45%

Hard

% Innovative

Difficult

Uncertain

Challenging

10% 8%4

Remote

4%
Collaborative

%

New initiatives implemented to connect
employees and build trust

Changing

Metrics to measure brand awareness,
reputation and engagement
77%

Zoom, Teams, Skype
(or similar) meetings

50%
38%

New technology to enable
remote work

34%

Surveyed employees
more often

30%

CEO took a bigger role in
internal communications

22%

Crisis communications
strategy

changed their brand proposition
and messaging to reflect recent
challenges, social attitudes
or viewpoints

50%

22%

say their culture has changed
as a result of COVID-19

say recent shifts in responsible
business, sustainability and
social attitudes influenced
their EVP

51%

67%

87%

81%

Unpredictable

Focused

Regular pandemic-related
communications

felt their brand proposition had
not supported their business in
the past six months

48%

Tough

4%

4%

Opportunity

Social media
listening tools

50%

Customer feedback on
relationships

50%
34%

Survey-based brand
tracking studies

31%

Media impressions
Customer feedback on
transactions

28%
27%

Communicated our
purpose, vision and values

25%

Media click-through rate

Shared employee
stories

24%

Interview-based brand
tracking studies

23%
23%

19%

Net Promoter Score

Aligned internal and
external communications

18%

Sales force engagement

Programme to improve
collaboration

8%

Ongoing customer panels

Other

9%

Other

say their employee experience
is more important than ever

55%

43%

plan to up or maintain
spending on an
engaged workforce

rate their delivery of their
EVP as average or better

57%

Social media
engagement

Listening or feedback
platform/system

don’t actively engage employees
with brand and culture initiatives

21%
17%
11%

believe their people and
culture strategy provides
a competitive advantage

say they are effective or very
effective at tracking their culture

But the numbers only tell
half the story. We look
at each of these themes
in detail, using the focus
groups and our own
experience to plot a
course in the world of
brand and culture for
2021 and beyond.
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Authenticity.
You can’t
fake it.
With consumers demanding more from
brands, companies need to focus on
communicating honestly and authentically,
to create meaningful engagement.

48%

have changed their brand
proposition and messaging to reflect
recent challenges, social attitudes or
viewpoints

45%

revisit their brand proposition and
visual identity every 1 to 3 years

45%

feel their existing brand proposition
had not supported their business in
the past six months

28%

have aligned internal and external
communications

Our society, and what it considers important,
has shifted. From a business perspective, in a
world of transparency, disclosure and visible
data, we must not only say the right thing,
but do the right thing throughout our culture,
communications and operations. Doing the
former without the latter is meaningless,
and consumers, employees and the public at
large are ready to call out what they perceive
to be superficial or inauthentic brands.

E XP E C TI N G M O R E
I S TH E N O R M ?
Customers now demand more from the brands
they align to, engage with and, ultimately,
purchase. Successful brand authenticity
builds customer trust and improves brand
and business reputation.
However; companies need to be able to
support their promise if customers are to fully
trust their products, services and business.
Crucially, nearly half (45%) of the respondents
to our survey felt their existing brand
proposition and positioning had not supported
their business in the past six months.

AUTHENTICIT Y

In this context, those who genuinely weave
ethical practice into their operations – and
crucially, also make it authentic – are more
likely to prosper. As the lines between B2B and
B2C continue to blur and the movement from
short-term gain to long-term sustainability
takes hold, we will see B2B businesses
becoming increasingly aware of the significant
benefits of a clear brand strategy and the
value of consistent, channel-appropriate
communication.
There is also the opportunity for more
authentic engagement. Lockdown and remote
working has stripped away some of the barriers
between companies and their leadership, and
the target audience, whether employees or
customers. As one member of our focus group
said, ‘to lead [right now] is to be authentic
in terms of the way they operate... having
more communication and showing the real
side of them.’ In fact, 28% of our respondents
have now aligned internal and external
communications, presenting the same face
to colleagues and customers alike.
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AU TH E NTI C A LLY C R E ATIV E

M OV E FA S TE R

Design trends are also naturally influenced
by the world around us. Against a turbulent
economic and political backdrop, brands
and communications, that are bold, honest,
optimistic and brave will resonate and
connect better.

As the world around us changes at a faster
pace, so companies and their brands will need
to adapt more quickly. Already, 45% revisit
their brand proposition and visual identity
every one to three years. We only expect
that number to rise, and the breaks between
reviews to get shorter.

This is already having an impact; 48% of our
survey respondents have changed their brand
proposition and messaging to reflect recent
challenges, social attitudes or viewpoints.
What does this mean in practice? There is a
palpable sense of change and progress being
brought about by ordinary people and design
will reflect this. We are beginning to see a move
towards a simpler aesthetic, alongside direct
and powerful messaging being delivered with
bags of personality.

The last year has shown us that almost
anything is possible and changes that would
have taken a year to agree and implement
can almost happen overnight. The door to
change is well and truly open, and with it, the
expectation to move quickly.

This trend towards simplification spans all
aspects of communications; clean, clear, rich
and direct increases accessibility, ultimately
winning out in a busy and mobile world. As
we remain remote from our workplaces, the
need to humanise communications becomes
ever more important. As such, we are seeing
an increased use of illustration in a move away
from sometimes stereotypical images and the
overuse of image libraries during lockdown.

H OW TO B U I LD A N D CO M M U N I C ATE AU TH E NTI CIT Y

INSIDE OUT AND OUTSIDE IN

Find it in your DNA

In the age of authenticity, we especially have
to be honest to ourselves. Reviewing your
brand and what you stand for – or at least, are
perceived to stand for – can be a challenging
experience at times. But that is the way to
grow as a brand.

Stand for a value proposition
that’s authentic to yourself – from
the very DNA of your business.

Make it for everyone

Put it into place for everyone;
for employees, partners and
customers.

Live it

Set targets

Live it through your operations,
don’t just make a brand promise.

Set targets, and have ambition and
report your progress consistently.

Identify risk

Measure it

Identify and manage your risk
appropriately.

Measure it in different ways,
for different audiences and be
honest about where you are up
to and clear about where you
are heading.

Shine brightly

Knowing what you stand for
means you have clarity – then
express it proudly and creatively.

Change it

Make changes if you could
do better and different.
Nobody expects you to be
perfect, but they do expect
you to have integrity.

By communicating authentically, with integrity
and clarity, your message will land with the
people you want to connect with and conduct
business with. This applies to all businesses,
as the line between B2B and B2C are blurring
more and more.
Trust is valuable currency and it is hard-earned.
Offering a promise, and then substantiating it,
will help you go an incredibly long way, with
clients, customers and employees.
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Leadership.
Stay on the
front foot.
Our barriers are down; globally, hierarchically,
professionally and personally. This is paving the way
for more open and trusting communication, led from
the top as CEOs come to the fore.
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The need to communicate effectively has
never been greater. But 2020 has brought
a whole new dimension to this.
While the physical distance between us has
grown, the resulting shift in communication
ironically seems to have brought us closer
together. Our research indicates that this
has been a real leveller for businesses, both
internally and externally.
This, alongside the uncertainty and economic
impact of the pandemic, has necessitated
leaders to be more visible. 40% of our survey
respondents state their CEO has increased
visibility and become an integral part of
internal communications, 50% shared regular
pandemic-related communications with
employees, while we have seen notable
examples of chief executives leading
from the front with client and customer
communications, sending personal emails
or recording videos from their homes.
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say their CEO had increased visibility
and had become an integral part of
internal communications

VA L U E

L E T ’ S TA L K

LE A D F R O M TH E F R O NT

S TAY O N TH E F R O NT FO OT

This channel has built a level of trust between
both parties and a more personal two-way
dialogue, with a ‘democratising’ effect. Our
focus group participants described it as
‘people being seen as people rather than
position’. Sitting in front of the Zoom lens in our
own homes, we are all dealing with the same
challenges (to some extent).

Leaders need to take note of this feedback
and redefine what valuable CEO visibility
looks like for their business. They will also need
to continually evolve their leadership styles
to fit the working environment as it shifts –
recognising that they will likely be guiding
us through this period towards a new hybrid
work model.

As leaders speak directly to all their employees
at once, or colleagues ‘can ask any questions
no holds barred’, our working relationships
have been re-contracted – and that’s a
good thing.

Different skills such as empathy, listening
and authenticity will be needed. Channels,
content, the location of your people and the
wider economic and social environment will all
influence this.

A wider group of people have found their voice
and been given an opportunity to lead.
In some cases, this has even helped us achieve
things most brands previously were only
striving for, such as feeling ‘more like one global
business now’.

M A N AG E E XP OS U R E
But there is also an argument to say that
we have become, or are in danger of
becoming, too accessible and starting to
over-communicate. Our focus group
participants talked of Zoom fatigue and we
ourselves at Emperor have found the need
to adjust the frequency of communication,
as we look to manage workload and avoid
potential burnout.
Is this mode of constant and direct
engagement sustainable and is it best for all
leaders and businesses? That was one view
we got from our research, as people are
wary about reverting to ‘normality’ and losing
that access.

45%

C U LT U R E

S H A R E TH E B U R D E N
There should also be a call to broaden the
group of people who lead, beyond the CEO
and primary leadership team, with our focus
group acknowledging we shouldn’t be relying
on one person, ‘we should have an army of
people that can do this.’ Managers in particular
will be key because that’s who most engage
with on a day-to-day basis.

B U I LD M A N AG E R
CO M P E TE N C E
Managers have been invaluable as a key
member of the communication chain, but also
as the next level of contact in organisations
that have become geographically stretched.
Engagement happens within the managerteam relationship, so there is a need to invest
in building confidence and competence in
managers to support the organisation.
Keep hold of the authentic and personal
leadership style that has evolved, define what
it means to you and keep empowering others
to do the same. You may not always get it right
and that’s OK.
Keep the barriers down, keep practicing and
broaden your definition of leadership and of
who leads.
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Purpose.
Discover value
and success.
Purpose may have increased resonance with
stakeholders but there is still a lot of confusion
about its role in supporting business success and
how we can unlock its full potential.

25%

communicate their
purpose, vision and values

22%

say recent shifts in responsible
business, sustainability and social
attitudes influenced their EVP

AUTHENTICIT Y

The importance and profile of purpose to
companies has increased in recent years.
Different audiences, from consumers
to employees, are also placing greater
significance on a corporate purpose beyond
profit, and are becoming increasingly savvy
in recognising when it is (and isn’t) authentic.
In a world increasingly driven by socially and
environmentally-conscious individuals, brands
need to understand their role beyond the
commercial. One respondent commented
that focusing on their purpose was ‘making
work better and has been a north star in the
last six months.’
This trend has also extended to formal
regulatory requirements and corporate
reporting, for example, with the FRC including
it in their framework.
Brands with real ambition can’t stand still or
ignore the demands of a wider audience than
its customers. The business case is already
there, as leaders in the field reap benefits such
as stronger engagement, increased motivation,
a sense of pride and job satisfaction which
in turn can lead to customer satisfaction and
positive brand perception.

H OW TO G IV E P U R P OS E TO YO U R P U R P OS E
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TH E M I S S I N G LI N K

SO M E TH I N G FO R E V E RYO N E

Despite this focus, our research shows
that in 2020 only one in four (25%)
organisations communicated their purpose,
vision and values.

The pandemic, for all its challenges, has
brought businesses closer together and people
closer to the purpose of their job. Businesses
could do well to learn from this, better
acknowledging the value that having purpose
in your day to day job brings personally,
professionally and commercially.

This – coupled with the fact that purpose,
like sustainability, has become tarnished by
businesses superficially applying it to their
communications with no tangible actions,
measurement or link to strategy – shows that
there is still some way to go.
Legitimate purposes are born from the DNA of
the organisation, with employees, customers,
suppliers and wider influences at the core.
Thinking specifically; employees are ultimately
the people who activate purpose and if
purpose isn’t rooted in core strategy then it
quickly becomes inauthentic and can harm
brand perception. It also plays an important
role in talent attraction, with one respondent
commenting ‘You have to have a strong
stance in this area to attract the best talent.
It’s non-negotiable.’

Your purpose needs to be relevant to all;
internal, external and top to bottom. It should
be a galvaniser, motivator and compass. That
said, there is a concern that purpose can seem
intangible compared to values or behaviours,
which are often used in performance reviews.
In addition, purpose can fall by the wayside
as daily deliverables and short-term targets
are prioritised. And that’s why the big
picture needs to align with the little picture –
everything should drive towards the
same purpose.

Despite this, there remains a disconnect –
for example, only 22% say recent shifts in
responsible business, sustainability and
social attitudes influenced their employee
value proposition.

U N LO C K I N G P OTE NTIA L

See your purpose as a singular articulation of
what your organisation stands for. It should
state the reason you exist, the difference you
make and why that matters.

Look to your purpose as your North Star; your
guiding ambition, to ensure your organisation
remains authentic and relevant in everything
it achieves. It should also provide a barometer
for your business decision making.

As purpose is all-encompassing, leaders must look
at all aspects of their business when developing
their purpose. This includes finding the areas
where you can make a real impact and listening
to employees from across the organisation.

While staying authentic, be ambitious.
A purpose is not a target, it is a commitment
to a long-term view of the difference you want
to make to society.

It should inspire and motivate your
employees; giving them a reason to come
to work every day.

Without substantiation, purpose is
meaningless. Only once your purpose is
adopted by your people, will the organisation
begin to see an impact externally.

Make sure your purpose has purpose to unlock its
potential. It should communicate what you stand
for and leverage your resources and influence to
help tackle some of the ‘big issues’ the world is
facing, shaping the agenda as you go.
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Digital doesn’t
have to mean
artificial.
With our virtual lives increasingly leaving us feeling flat and
disinterested, brands need to get creative and work harder
to create meaningful experiences for customers
and employees.
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It is widely stated that the global pandemic has accelerated the pace of
digital transformation by up to ten years. Without the luxury of normal
conditions to tentatively test and scale different ways of working or new
technology, businesses have instead been forced to adapt at breakneck
speed to stay operational and, in some cases, even relevant.
The net result of this transformation is that we find ourselves in workplace
cultures that have been fundamentally, and forever, changed – indeed, 50%
of our survey say that their culture has changed as a result of COVID-19. With
Zoom, Teams and Hangouts our new water cooler, while we’re more available,
we’re also at risk of losing that sense of human connection. Digital fatigue is a
growing issue.

say that their culture has changed as
a result of COVID-19

implemented new technology for
remote working

77%

51%

added video conferencing

don’t actively engage employees
with brand and culture initiatives

C U LT U R E

VA L U E

L E T ’ S TA L K

Businesses are already realising the power of technology in different ways,
from home deliveries and cookalongs to virtual reality gigs, by bringing our
other senses back into the equation we can add a new dimension to bring
people together.
In all of our digital communications we must raise our game to cut through
the information entropy and fatigue. Apply the sharp, strategic thinking that
has always been at the heart of great brand communication but recalibrate
our tactics, operate through a more attuned lens of authenticity, honesty and
empathy for the situation we find ourselves in.

Perhaps the most important question is – how do we keep workplace culture
alive and foster meaningful brand relationships in a world gone remote?

Connected

IT ’ S O N LY A M E A N S TO A N E N D
According to our survey, 38% had implemented new tech for remote working,
and 77% had added video conferencing into their comms repertoire, many
for the first time. While some businesses have adapted more easily than
others, there’s a significant risk for many in getting all-consumed by the
operational shift they’ve had to go through over the last year and mistaking
the adaptation as the biggest hurdle.
It’s a marathon, and preserving culture and brand authenticity are the two
most important things we have to carry across the finish line. We need
to ensure we don’t get distracted and lose sight of the small things that
collectively make us who we are.
Businesses need to think creatively to bring people together in new ways.
Especially when over half (51%) currently don’t actively engage employees
with brand and culture initiatives.

50% 38%

D I G I TA L

Workplace relationships can become transactional, meaningful
communication can break down and the culture that was once almost selfperpetuating in the pre-lockdown world can slowly start to erode. For our
stakeholders, already straining under the weight of digital fatigue, we have to
create ever more meaningful, authentic and engaging online experiences.

K E E P IT M E A N I N G F U L
For many businesses, creating a distinctive and memorable brand experience
works most effectively when there are multiple senses and three dimensions.
Any ‘impression’ or feeling about a brand or business is often cultivated
through multiple touchpoints.
We have to think differently, accept that digital fatigue is real, and see this as
an opportunity to give the best account of ourselves (as employers and as
brands) to both colleagues and customers, who have increasingly depleting
levels of attention and are becoming far more selective about what they
choose to engage with.

Transactional

Meaningful

Disconnected

If we map our communications on the graph above, we need to move the
point of engagement away from disconnected and transactional, to sit firmly
in the connected and meaningful quadrant.
This is actually about clarity; clearly identifying and understanding what
needs to be and should be transactional for efficiency and effectiveness while ensuring the majority of interactions are meaningful.

H I G H S TA K E S , B I G R E WA R D
This is a moment in time that we can learn from. The stakes are higher
than ever and the circumstances tougher, but the reward matters.
If we can turn the dial from inform to delight, if we can shift from
communicating to really connecting, we have every possibility to emerge
on the other side of this with brands that really resonate and business cultures
that have not only survived but thrived. Building blended, multisensory and
multidimensional customer and employee experiences will be one way
forward to success.
Whatever the future of work may hold - hybrid, split or fully remote - digital
is the one constant that will endure.

The question to brands is:
what experiences will you create?
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Culture.
Who will take
ownership?
We know a company’s culture is important, and there’s
a solid case for how it contributes to business success,
however, it can lack the ownership and direct investment
required to be a true differentiator.
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More businesses than ever recognise the value of culture and its role in
running a successful business.
While 81% our respondents rate their delivery of their employee value
proposition (a key component of culture) as average or better, there is still
almost a 50/50 divide between those who actively engage their people
with culture-building initiatives and those who don’t.
From social inclusion factors, such as diversity, to regulatory requirements
and new ways of working brought on by the pandemic, there are a number
of important reasons to make culture a priority. However, culture is rarely
explicitly owned by anyone or directly invested in, which can lead it to
stagnate or even become toxic.

A S U M O F IT S PA R T S
Companies often focus on only some of the aspects that make up culture,
such as employee value propositions and values.
However, if 2020 – ‘the year of internal engagement’ as one focus group
participant described it – proves anything, it’s how important culture is
and what can be achieved if you engage with your people and invest in it.
Yet only 43% believe they are effective or very effective at tracking their
culture and only half (54%) felt their people and culture strategy provided
a competitive advantage.
The jump in wellbeing initiatives, in communication, in connecting
people, in business infrastructure and more has not just helped many
businesses survive, but also led to people reporting renewed or greater job
satisfaction. And on top of all that, we have also seen what can be achieved
in a hyper-accelerated timeframe when we all pull together – such as the
rapid deployment of technology and new remote working practices.
The next step is to consider culture as a whole, rather than the parts that
comprise it, and take a holistic approach.

81%

43%

rate their delivery of their EVP as
average or better

say they are effective or very
effective at tracking their culture

54%

24%

say their people and culture
strategy provides them with
a competitive advantage

shared employee stories

C H A N G E O N TH E H O R I ZO N
The shape that working life will eventually take is still unclear but our
focus group predicted a hybrid model with flexible working. This means
businesses will need to redefine what a successful culture looks like
– with people at home, in offices that serve a different role, on site and in
global locations.
It’s sector dependent too, as many corporate businesses are focusing on
inspiring employees with purpose, whereas other perhaps more traditional
manufacturing employees’ expectations of culture are ‘good biscuits
in the lunchroom’.
50% of our survey sample’s cultures have already been changed by
the pandemic and 67% identified the employee experience to be more
important than ever. But, despite acknowledging its importance, how do
we use culture to inspire, motivate and help people when they’re working
remotely and are removed from the sensory, branded office environment.
How do we facilitate a culture at all? Especially, if we aren’t explicitly
investing the time, resources and money into a defined strategy.

D I G I TA L
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Our focus group talked about the importance of trust, ‘the level of
autonomy that you feel, and trust the leadership has in you to do your job is
a big one’. But they also recognised a responsibility for the business to ‘say
what good is and what good looks like’ in order for people to deliver to that.

W H Y B OTH E R ?
However, some might argue that businesses survived for many years
without directly investing in culture. But then, as one focus group
participant pointed out, people didn’t used to have as much career choice
or as big a voice as they do today.
Others might question whether culture really can or indeed should be
owned – if it’s forced, is it your true culture?
The outcome of the debate was that culture is difficult to pin down; it’s
complex, multi-faceted and constantly evolving: ‘we’re living it every day
… it changes with every new person and every new interaction, and every
new experience’. But that it’s still worth your time to get right.

A LI G N WITH YO U R S TR ATE GY
By defining what good looks like, you can then let culture live and evolve.
The key is aligning it with your strategy. By looking at your vision and
purpose with management first, you decide where you are going and
whether your culture supports that or needs to change.
Culture touches everything and often budget is not centralised but is split
among multiple departments. Success in this area needs focus. Have a
‘culture voice’ at the top table and give someone direct ownership and
budget to cultivate culture in line with your ambition and your brand.
Engage with your people. Get to know them better to understand what
it is you can offer them and any new talent; what sets you apart, how can
you support, inspire and motivate them in a more authentic and individual
way. Importantly actively listen to your people, create channels for input
and debate. Only 24% of our survey shared employee stories with their
people. Ultimately, your plan is only as good as the people who deliver it.
Get that right and, to echo one of our survey respondents, culture has the
potential to be a game changer.

B R A N D & C U LT U R E
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Delivering
value while still
lighting fires.
Striking a balance between proactive investment and
austerity is never easy. But during tough times, thinking
ahead and getting the right mindset in place will allow
you to get the most value from your budget and have
the greatest impact.

30% 34%

reduced brand
marketing spend

conduct survey-based brand
tracking studies

44% 57%

planning to up spending on an
engaged workforce

measure social
media engagement

50%

have social media
listening tools
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As business confidence fell in 2020, many budgets did too. Nearly
a third of our respondents (30%) reduced brand marketing spend
in the past six months. But with the remainder maintaining or in fact
increasing their budget, despite the pandemic still having a stronghold,
things appear to be getting better. Many companies feel building an
engaged workforce is one area to invest in, with 87% planning to up or
maintain spending.
Going forward, the question is how best to get value for your spend – and
intrinsic to that is tracking impact and measuring effectiveness.

TH E A R T O F B U D G E TI N G
Some of the reduction in budgeting can be attributed to cancelled events,
like conferences and networking, or cost saving because of COVID-19,
rather than deliberate budget reduction. While others reduced spend
because their services were locked down – such as the hospitality and
leisure, and transport industries.
When we delved deeper into our figures, we also found that many
different departments and initiatives influenced things like workforce
engagement, culture and brand perception. And yet, these can be a huge
competitive advantage. As we mentioned elsewhere, having clear and
defined ownership of these areas is crucial.
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In the brand space, although 20% increased marketing spend, evidence
suggests much of that was focused on increased digital marketing
budgets, potentially choosing short-term activation over long-term builds.

A R I S E I N S H O R T-TE R M I S M ?
Thinking long term with a brand is a problem for many businesses –
unsurprisingly, because the results aren’t immediately evident. Even then,
many are not putting the measuring tools in place to begin with – only a
third (34%) of our respondents were conducting repeated brand tracking
studies, whereas a significant proportion do look at more short-term
areas; 57% measure social media engagement and 50% have social media
listening tools.
In the people space, over half of our respondents suggested that they
were either neutral or ineffective at tracking their culture. Who can say
they have a good culture if you don’t ask the question?

WITH O U T M E A S U R E M E NT TH E R E I S N O
ACCO U NTA B I LIT Y.

Budget setting has always been a bit of a dark art. Very large brand
impacts, over periods of four or five years, are only possible if you invest
60% in brand building and 40% on sales activation. You can’t really have
the short without the long if you want to grow your brand.

G IV E YO U R B R A N D A N D CU LT U R E TH E R E S P E C T TH E Y D E S E RV E
Considered confidence

Measure, measure, measure

Investing in your brand and your culture, and doing so in the right places,
is an art. Success is unlikely to achieve itself and our research has deeply
pointed towards a confident outlook from marketeers across sectors
and geographies. Look carefully at your brand and culture and if you are
investing, do so in the areas that will have the biggest impact.

And measure some more. Whatever metrics you can get your hands on
are invaluable. Likewise, spending on tracking your brand performance
over time will likely be a wise investment. Having a regular dialogue with
your customers and your staff is the only way to see whether what you’re
doing is working.

Go long

Your life jacket and engine

Think of the long term, not just the immediate. It may seem hard to justify
this when so much can happen in so little time, but that’s exactly why
you play the long game and build a strong brand and culture, capable of
withstanding hard times.

Get ahead

Keep an eye on the competition. When things return to a little more
normality, your competitors will be fierce. Keeping your people engaged
and maintaining a brand presence now will put you one step ahead.

We know it isn’t easy out there. And people and businesses are struggling.
But a change in mindset is as important as your spending ability.
Remembering the importance of brand and culture to weather
the storm and then bring success in the future is absolutely paramount.
Make the right choices now, make targeted and incisive decisions with
how to best use the budget at your disposal, and commit to them, and
you will succeed.

B R A N D & C U LT U R E

INTRODUCTION

Let’s
talk.
At Emperor, we’re here to turn your ambitions
into success. We understand how, more than
ever, it’s important for businesses to tell a clear
and compelling story to stakeholders.
When it comes to the interconnected world
of brand, people and culture, we can help you
capture the unique spirit of your business, give your
aspirations an identity and inspire your people to
achieve greatness.
Let’s talk about how we can help you achieve your
great ambitions.
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